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[1] Global sea level (GSL) rise is well documented.
However, changes in high waters, including the tidal
contribution, are sometimes more relevant than GSL rise.
Analysis of 34 long tidal records from the Eastern Pacific
Ocean shows that K1 and M2 amplitudes (jK1j and jM2j) are
increasing, except for jM2j in the Gulf of Panama. North of
18�N, jK1j and jM2j are both growing at 2.2% century�1.
The mean increase in total tidal amplitude (0.59 mmyr�1) is
less than the present GSL rise (1.7 mmyr�1). However,
mean sea level is nearly constant in the NE Pacific, so tidal
evolution plays a major regional role in changes in high
water levels. The spatial pattern of tidal evolution suggests
the influence of large-scale processes, and the similarity in
spatial patterns for jK1j and jM2j excludes mechanisms with
strong frequency dependence. Increasing tidal amplitudes
may impact ocean mixing, nutrient supply, primary
production, fisheries, and coastal erosion. Citation: Jay,

D. A. (2009), Evolution of tidal amplitudes in the eastern Pacific

Ocean, Geophys. Res. Lett., 36, L04603, doi:10.1029/

2008GL036185.

1. Introduction and Background

[2] Global sea level (GSL) is rising at �1.7 mmyr�1 and
accelerating at �0.01 mmyr�2 [Church and White, 2006;
Jevrejeva et al., 2008]. With respect to coastal inundation,
however, the height of the highest high waters, the sum of
local sea level (MSL) and tidal amplitude, is more relevant
than MSL alone. In contrast to GSL, tides are usually
thought of as stationary, even though their astronomical
forcing changes slowly [Cartwright and Eden, 1973], and
tidal datum levels are evolving in geographically variable
ways that imply changes in both GSL and tidal processes
[Flick et al., 2003].
[3] Previous studies have defined long-term changes in

tides at individual ports [Cartwright, 1972] and examined
tidal evolution in Northern Europe [Woodworth et al.,
1991]. Bowen [1972] and Amin [1983] show that human
alteration of harbors can be a dominant factor, while Pugh
[1982] suggests GSL-rise driven movement of amphidromic
points as the cause of changes in the Irish Sea. Ray [2006]
documents a slow increase in M2 in the Gulf of Maine
followed by a sharp offset downward; causes are unclear.
Colosi and Munk [2006] argue that an increase in M2 tidal
amplitude at Honolulu has been caused by a change in
phase of the M2 internal tide associated with large-scale
changes in stratification. Thus, tides are evolving at many
locations (sometimes rapidly), and we lack a clear picture of

the dominant causes of the observed changes, a significant
gap in our understanding of tides.
[4] A broader understanding of the mechanisms and

importance of the evolution of coastal tides requires deter-
mination of the spatial structure of this evolution, consid-
ering the amphidromal organization of tides. The analysis is
best carried out in an area with a narrow continental shelf
that minimizes direct effects of GSL rise on tidal amplitudes
[Pugh, 1982] that scale with the relative depth change. Most
tide gauges are located in harbors, and some impact of
harbor alteration is unavoidable. Thus, it is important to
examine records from as many gauges as possible. The
Eastern Pacific is a good setting for an analysis of tidal
evolution, because many harbors are not heavily developed,
and the shelf is narrow along most of its length. Also, GSL
has been nearly constant since 1970 in the Northeast Pacific
[Jevrejeva et al., 2006].
[5] This study documents widespread increases in the

amplitudes of the largest diurnal (K1) and semidiurnal (M2)
constituents in the Eastern Pacific from Chile to Alaska
(33�S to 60�N latitude). The only systematic exception is
M2 from 12�S to 18�N. This amphidromal organization of
tidal evolution suggests that large-scale changes in oceanic
processes are occurring, though modified by harbor devel-
opment. This contribution determines the regional rate of
tidal evolution and shows that records <40–50yrs LOR
(length of record) do not adequately define trends in tidal
properties. Previously described mechanisms are unlikely to
explain all of the observed changes; two possible additional
causes are suggested.

2. Data and Methods

[6] Elevation records from 70 coastal stations between
33�S to 61�N latitude were analyzed. (Data sources, station
selection, analysis methods, results, and the influence of
record length are described in the auxiliary material).1 Three
amphidromes impinge on the coast in this region for both
K1 and M2. As described below, determination of trends in
tidal properties is based on the 34 stations with LOR >44yrs
(Figure 1). Unavoidably, some are distant from the open
ocean (e.g., Seattle, 47.6�N) or in heavily altered systems
(e.g., Astoria, 46.2�N). In cases where abrupt changes in
tidal properties were correlated with specific harbor devel-
opments, the record before the change was excluded.
[7] Four methods were used to extract changes in the

amplitude and phase of the largest diurnal (K1) and semi-
diurnal (M2) constituents. All gave similar results. Results
presented here are based on a complex demodulation (filter
length 26,283 hrs, or �3yrs) of the hourly data and
astronomical tidal potential for each station using filters

1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2008GL036185.
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tuned to K1 and M2. A complex admittance, a ratio of the
tidal response to the tidal potential, was then computed for
K1 and M2. The changing tidal response over time was
determined by regression of the resulting annual admittance
amplitude ratios and phase differences against time. Only

constituent amplitudes (denoted jK1j and jM2j), with 95%
confidence limits, are presented here because amplitudes are
more relevant to coastal inundation. A local MSL trend was
also estimated, using regression of annual outputs from
convolution of the hourly data with a 3yr low-pass filter.
The influence of long-term changes in astronomical forcing
was taken into account by calculation of the tidal potential
with a routine provided by Dr. R. Ray (personal communi-
cation, 2009) that incorporates the time-evolution of the
tidal potential, which is, however, much smaller than the
estimated rates of change.
[8] Determining the minimum useful LOR for defining

tidal evolution is crucial. The MSL spectrum exhibits
decadal variations that dominate MSL fluctuations in
records with <50yrs LOR [Douglas, 1992]. The constituent
amplitude spectrum is different, with considerable energy at
�9 and 18.6yrs, especially for K1. The influence of these
variations is largely removed through use of the admittance
amplitude, because these frequencies appear in both the
observations and tidal potential. Analyses of all 28, 37, 47,
56 and 65yr contiguous sub-sets for six stations with
LOR>80yrs were used to determine the effect of LOR
and unresolved nodal variations on the inferred constituent
trends. At several stations, a qualitative shift in analysis
behavior occurred at 47–56 yrs. Shorter records sometimes
yield trend estimates that depend on the starting year
relative to the 18.6 yr nodal cycle. Still, it is possible for
65 yr subsets to show changes in sign, if the constituent
trend is weak. Thus, multiple stations are needed to judge
the spatial distribution of changes in tidal processes. Bal-
ancing the need for long records with the realities of station
distribution, results presented here are based on 34 stations
with LOR>44yrs.
[9] The total growth rate of high water elevations is

estimated as the sum of the MSL rise and total tidal change
rates. Because catastrophic inundation is often associated
with the coincidence of a storm surge with a very high tide,
the total tidal rate is the sum of the D1 and D2 rates (jD1j +
jD2j), assuming that the two waves are in phase. The D1 rate
is the sum of the rates for jK1j, jO1j and jP1j. The D2 rate is
the sum of the rates for jM2j, jS2j, jN2j and jK2j. Only the
jK1j and jM2j rates were actually calculated. Rates for
the other constituents were estimated, assuming that both
the admittance and growth rate are constant within each
species. The total jD1j(jD2j) rate is then 2.04(1.78) times the
jK1j(jM2j) rate. This total tidal growth rate is approximate,
because there are variations in growth rate between con-
stituents within a species [Ray, 2006].

3. Results

[10] The spatial distributions of jK1j and jM2j are pre-
sented first (Figure 2). (Stations are ordered based on the
sense of Kelvin wave propagation in the northern hemi-
sphere; station latitudes are also shown.) Inland waters
aside, jK1j increases from the equator northward, from
0.11 m to 0.4–0.55 m (Figure 2a). Maximum jK1j values
of 0.64–0.87 m occur in inland waters between 47.7 and
50�N. jM2j is large (>1.1 m) near the equator (1.8–9�N) and
in the Gulf of Alaska (51–61�N), with a secondary peak at
Seattle at 47.6�N (Figure 2b). jK1j and jM2j both increase
modestly south from the equator. The spatially uniform

Figure 1. Locations of long-term tide stations.
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18.6 yr cycle amplitudes are 11.2 ± 0.2% and 3.6 ± 0.1% of
jK1j and jM2j, respectively.
[11] Absolute jK1j and jM2j growth rates (with 95%

confidence limits) are shown in Figures 2a and 2b. Also
shown are approximate demarcations of the tidal amphi-
dromes [Pugh, 2004]. The jK1j trend is small but generally
positive in the Equatorial amphidrome between 12�S and
35�N, and uniformly positive (though not all results are
significant at the 95% level) both south of 12�S and north of
35�N (in the South and Northeast Pacific amphidromes).
The maximum jK1j rate occurs at Astoria (46.2�N). The
jM2j trend is negative in the Gulf of Panama amphidrome
between 15�S and 18�N, and almost uniformly positive
(though not always significantly so) north of 18�N (in the
Northeast Pacific amphidrome). There are too few stations
to determine a trend in South America. Maximum jM2j
growth rates are seen at San Francisco (37.8�N), Astoria and
at Queen Charlotte City (54.3�N); the first two gauges are in
strongly altered systems.
[12] The relative growth rates of jK1j and jM2j (the

absolute growth rate normalized at each station by the

amplitude) are shown in Figure 3. There is a striking
similarity in the two, with the exception of anomalous
jM2j values at Acapulco and Manzanillo (16.8 and
19.1�N). While both stations have LOR>44yrs, each has
extensive gaps. Considering only stations north of Manza-
nillo, the mean relative jK1j and jM2j trends are 2.2 ± 0.7
and 2.2 ± 0.9%century�1, respectively. These values em-
phasize both the similarity in patterns between species and
the size of the changes that are occurring – at present rates,
the average time for a doubling of tidal amplitudes is
�4,500 yrs. Figure 3 also suggests that one should seek
mechanisms that do not strongly discriminate between the
K1 and M2 frequencies. This appears to exclude phenomena
related to internal tides (as traditionally understood),
because linear K1 internal tides do not propagate poleward
of 30�N, but both the jK1j and jM2j rates are maximal north
of 30�N.
[13] The relative importance of MSL rise and tidal

evolution can be compared using Figure 4, which shows
(jD1j + jD2j), (jD1j + jD2j) + MSL, and GSL. For summary
purposes, the results are separated into two segments: the

Figure 2. Spatial distribution of amplitude (cm) and amplitude trend (mmcentury�1) for (a) K1 and (b) M2 by station
number; station latitude, 95% confidence limits, and amphidrome boundaries are also shown.

Figure 3. Spatial distribution of relative amplitude trend (century�1) for K1 and M2 by station number.
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Gulf of Panama (stations 3–8) and the Northeast Pacific
(stations 10–34, dropping Manzanillo). The GSL rise rate
(1.7 mmyr�1) is greater than almost all but two of jD1j +
jD2j values for the 25 NE Pacific stations. However, the
present (post-1970) average NE Pacific rate of MSL rise is
near zero [Jevrejeva et al., 2006]. Thus, the mean total
(jD1j + jD2j) growth rate of tidal amplitudes (0.59 ±
0.23 mmyr�1) dominates changes in extreme high water
elevations in the NE Pacific. Because of the diverse
tectonic settings of the various tide stations in the area,
variations between stations are large. At some stations,
for example, a negative MSL rate is partially offset by a
positive value of jD1j + jD2j. In contrast jK1j is generally
increasing and jM2j decreasing in the Gulf of Panama.
Here, the average MSL rate is 2.1 ± 0.25 mm yr�1,
while (jD1j + jD2j) is �0.33 ± 0.51 mm yr�1. Thus, in
the Gulf of Panama, tidal evolution is a small part of the
entire picture.
[14] The nodal cycle plays a role in variations of coastal

and ocean mixing, and may also influence climate fluctua-
tions [Yasuda et al., 2006; Keeling and Whorf, 1997; Ray,
2007]. Therefore, the absolute value of a constituent trend
divided by the amplitude of its 18.6 yr cycle also provides a
relevant time scale – the length of time over which tidal
evolution will compensate for the amplitude of the present
18.6 yr cycle. In this case, the rates for the Gulf of Panama
and the Northeast Pacific are similar: 320–360 yrs for jM2j
and 1,120–1,170 yrs for jK1j. The longer time scale for jK1j
reflects the larger 18.6 yr cycle. Relative to the time scales
of deep-ocean mixing (thousands of years), tidal evolution
is rapid.

4. Implications and Conclusions

[15] One vital aspect of increasing tidal amplitudes is its
contribution to coastal inundation and erosion. Neglecting
tsunamis, extreme coastal inundation results from the coin-
cidence of tidal and atmospheric effects, the latter including
both storm surge and waves. Wave heights are generally
increasing along the US West Coast, and extreme ENSO
conditions may bring severe storms [Allan and Komar,
2006], with El Niño conditions temporarily increasing
MSL by 0.1–0.3 m. The variability of tidal evolution rates
indicates that tidal impacts on coastal erosion will be
regionally variable. Increased coastal inundation appears
to be especially likely north of �40�N, where wave ampli-
tudes are also increasing and MSL rise is quite variable. The

relatively rapid tidal growth rate in parts of the Northeast
Pacific amphidrome, especially off Oregon and Alaska, may
also alter estuarine, coastal and larger-scale vertical mixing,
possibly affecting nutrient supply, primary production and
fisheries.
[16] The causes of the observed tidal evolution beg

investigation. Small-scale processes (harbor modification,
internal tides and coastal trapped waves) may impact some
stations but cannot produce the observed amphidromic-
scale changes. Whatever the cause, a shift in the location
of amphidromic points seems the most probable explanation
for the observed spatial pattern. But what would drive such
a change? Two mechanisms seem possible, both outside the
limits of the traditional Laplace tidal equations (LTE) that
do not consider either stratification effects or interactions
with wind-driven motions. Actual barotropic tides are
coupled to internal tides and stratification effects in a
number of ways, e.g., through boundary interactions, tur-
bulent mixing, and the ‘‘non-traditional’’ Coriolis terms.
Gerkema et al. [2008] show that inclusion of all Coriolis
terms greatly increases the latitudinal range in which
internal diurnal waves are allowed. Arbic et al. [2004] note
that global tidal simulations are improved by including
internal tides via a two-layer model. The improvement is
not due to surface manifestations of the internal tide, but
due ‘‘to a shift in the barotropic tide induced by barocli-
nicity.’’ Thus, changes in stratification near topography,
acting through boundary effects and/or non-traditional Cori-
olis terms, could affect tidal amplitudes.
[17] Kolker and Hameed [2007] suggest that shifting of

atmospheric centers of action in part drives GSL rise.
Similarly, large-scale changes in wind-driven circulation
might alter the mean vorticity of the upper ocean, changing
the effective background vorticity gradient in which tidal
waves propagate. A scale analysis suggests that such a
mechanism is possible. Assume that tidal evolution is the
result of a shift in amphidromic point locations. If elevation
varies linearly away from an amphidromic point 2000 km
from a coast, then a 2%century�1 change in tidal amplitude
implies a 40 km century�1 shift in amphidromic point
location. If we consider the West-Wind Drift at 50�N, the
planetary vorticity gradient is @f/@y � 3 � 10�12(ms)�1. A
reasonable vorticity due to wind driven circulation is w =
@u/@y � 10�7s�1. In general, @w/@y is likely to be �@f/@y,
but w changes sign across the West-Wind Drift. If this
occurs over �100 km, then locally, @w/@y � 10�12(ms)�1.
Thus, a �3% change in @w/@y would cause a 1% change in

Figure 4. Total tidal (jD1j + jD2j), total tidal plus MSL (jD1j + jD2j) + MSL, and GSL trends (mmcentury�1).
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the total vorticity gradient @(f + w)/@y. Could such a local
change in @w/@y alter by 40 km the position of tidal
amphidromice points? Modeling will be required to provide
an answer. The two mechanisms of tidal evolution sug-
gested here are both climate-related and speculative. It
remains unclear, therefore, whether rapid evolution of tidal
amplitudes can be described as a symptom of global climate
change.
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